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About the project
RMOG is based on a public blockchain that grows in
value when applications and new members connect with
our ecosystem to solve real sustainability, environmental
traceability and governance (ESG) issues.
REFORESTATION MAHOGAN's proposal is to
revolutionize traditional economic processes and
promote the development of digital entrepreneurship in
isolated and degraded areas.

Today we have 120 hectares of land acquired with a
license to plant in 60 hectares, initially we will plant 10
thousand seedlings in 6 hectares (1666 trees per
hectare).
Our goal in 2022 is to reach 200 hectares of acquired
land and 12 planted hectares, totaling 20 thousand
seedlings per cycle.

What is African
Mahogany?

African Mahogany is one of the most
profitable hardwoods for investors and
producers. Its planting has increased
more and more in Brazil, because there is
a growing demand for alternatives against
the illegal use of native trees.
It is considered an excellent long-term
investment due to the ideal cutting time
of 17 to 18 years.

The net profit from the final cut of the trees starts at
R$500,000.00 of reais for one hectare and the internal
rate of return is between 15% and 25% per year.

Advantages of
African Mahogany

Drought tolerance in the young phase, an important
characteristic for survival.
High resistance to pests.
Adaptability.

Why Invest in
African Mahogany?

Great demand from the national and international
wood market.
Forest assets have been shown to be more
advantageous.
High profitability.

How to profit from
RMOG?

Cake
As soon as you buy RMOG and keep the token in
your wallet, you earn Cake.
To do this, just include Cake's token in your wallet
and they will drop automatically according to the
closing and moving of the chart.

Management
1st Management
In the 4th year of planting, reducing the number of
trees to 950 per hectare, this first cut aims to leave
only the best trees in order to obtain a larger
diameter among the others.
The wood from this first cut can be used to build
stands, fences and pulp. The national market value is
around R$150.00 per cubic meter in foot.

2nd Management
In the 8th year, 476 trees are cut, the national
market value for the cubic meter of this cut is
around R$230.00 per cubic meter standing.

3rd Management
In the 12th year, 238 trees are cut per hectare, at
this stage each tree has about half a cubic meter of
sawn wood, producing 118 cubic meters of logs per
hectare. The estimated value on the international
market is from 300 to 400 euros.

4th Management
In the 18th year, 238 trees per hectare are extracted,
where 204 cubic meters per hectare are obtained.
The market value of standing wood varies between
400 and 500 euros per cubic meter of wood.

TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000
RMOG Initial Fees
Contract:
0xee33114ef9afb0779f0505c38afbb1644f4073cc
7% of the transaction fee for all purchases and
sales is distributed to Holds as a reward in the
form of a Cake.
1% goes to Liquidity Pool
7% for Marketing

Total fees 15% on purchase, sale and transfer of
portfolios

Liquidity portfolio locked for 4 years

Note: Cakes are distributed according to the
closing of batches of the chart movement and
proportional to the purchased value.

Supply Distribution
1st from the CEO 4.5%
2nd Investment Fund At 4.5%
3rd Investment Fund B 4.5%
4th Investment Fund C 4.5%
CEO - 0xdBA1bA5C3bef829c001C06be1A4194656Bd6d9E2
FUND A - 0x3936Bec87905EA296b1a18FBF3B34F44088BaACD
FUND B - 0x2695BaFC7E5C0022560683F3921832DCe8275Ee5
FUND C - 0xBe63b710290452896489E55437F9c1d73bb55f33
BuyBack - 0x4C3EcC325045B8a1f02583866E31eD4Ac057D3d9

Buy Back System
A wallet that holds 4% of RMOG will rebuy the chart every
time it generates a cake, contributing to the scarcity of the
token and increasing its valuation.

Wallet for new listings
Portfolio that holds 28% of the project reserved for new
listings. 5% already burned leaving 23%
0x6f8139edb5473b4ede0bb8fc84367e6b6b43c671

Management
Sales
How will liquidity work in the graph
referring to the sale of
managements?
Part of the profit obtained from the sale of
mahogany will be injected into the chart through
the purchase of tokens available on the
pancakeswap and then burned in the dead wallet
called BURN ADDRESS in BscScan, thus the tokens
acquired would be burned, generating RMOG
appreciation.
We at RMOG found a way to do this burn without
generating sales on the chart. On 11/24/2021, a 5%
supply test firing was carried out and the firing
portfolio was created with this.
In this way, from the 4th year onwards, the project
will become self-sustainable, as we will always
have large purchases and then fires that will
increase the price of RMOG and make it
increasingly scarce.

From the beginning, we were concerned with the
way in which liquidity would be injected into the
chart.
In some projects that we follow whenever there is
a burn it falls, so our developers bent over their
computers so that we could then create the first
form of smart burning which is considered by
them practically as an industrial secret, as this
sets us apart from all others. other existing tokens.

Where to buy?

You can buy our Token through the
Metamask or TrustWallet wallets at:

- PancakeSwap
- Poocoin
- Swap da Xmine

CONTRACT
0xee33114ef9afb0779f0505c38afbb1644f4073cc

ROADMAP
PHASE 1
Creation of the RMOG
brand
Land Acquisition
Seed acquisition
Nursery Creation
Cultivation of 10,000
seedlings
Team Creation

PHASE 2
Contract creation
Whitepaper Creation
Website Creation
Creation of Social Media
Pre sale
Launch on PancakeSwap
Launch Cake Panel
Coingecko listing
Closing of the first partnerships

.

PHASE 3
CMC listing
Acquisition of new planting areas
Expansion of the team.
contract audit
Planting of 10,000 seedlings

PHASE 4

Listing on major exchanges
1st management 4 years
Distribution of profits to holders
Expansion of Partnerships

.

who is the CEO
Daniel Morceli is the CEO of
Reforestation Mahogany, Token,
which works in the area of 
sustainable reforestation. Brazilian,
born in Brasília (DF), bachelor's
degree student in Law, IT Technician.
In 2008 as Founder and CEO of
ViperServers, one of the pioneers in
hosting, colocation, and rental of
Cloud servers in Brazil and the
United States. Company in which in
2010 it was merged with the Brasil
Servers group.
In 2010 he founded FX Telecom, a telecommunications
company, where he exercised his functions until mid
2019.
Enthusiast in the crypto world since 2008 he always
looked for a way to connect his projects to this world.
In 2020, as a result of the pandemic, and numerous
events resulting from COVID-19, it completely changed
its field of activity, leaving for rural areas, where today
it develops mahogany reforestation work.
In 2021, Seeking to unify these two worlds, the high
profitability of reforestation and cryptomeodas,
started the Reforestation Mahogany (RMOG) project.

CONTACT
@rmogtoken
RMOG - EN
@rmogtoken
Reforestation Mahogany

owner@reforestationmahogany.com
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